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Abstact: Human Movement detection is vital in Tele-presence 

Robots, Animations, Games and Robotic movements. By using 

Traditional methods with the help of sensor suits it is difficult to 

find and interpret the movements. As it includes so much sensor 

data which is difficult to interpret, find the action and send to 

long distances. It is also very expensive and bulky too. Image 

processing and computer vision provides a solution to detect and 

interpret Human movement based on R-CNN approach. It is 

cheap, easy and light weight algorithm. It takes the video input 

and divides it in to frames, then it is Human body is separated for 

the background image. This paper mainly focused on skeleton, its 

major points and its relative positions in successive picture 

frames. A set of frames (Video) is given as input to the model, so 

that the model compares the coordinates of the successive frames 

and estimates the movement. First, the human is identified and 

separated from the rest of the image by drawing a bounding box 

around the human by using CNN (Convolution neural networks), 

then by applying R-CNN human is segmented and converted to 

skeleton. From the shape of the skeleton we can identify whether 

the skeleton is that of a human or not. Comparing the relative 

coordinates of skeletons extracted from frames photographed 

over time gives the movement of the human and its direction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Human Movement detection is vital in Tele-presence 

Robots, Animations, Games and Robotic movements. By 

using Traditional methods with the help of sensor suits it is 

difficult to find and interpret the movements. As it includes 

so much sensor data which is difficult to interpret, find the 

action and send to long distances. The experiments have 

been conducted under different illumination levels, at 

different times of day and at different locations. Better 

results were obtained in all cases. This algorithm is capable 

of tracking human beings in different environments, under 

different lighting conditions. This work is mainly useful for 

robot vision and robot walking dynamics. A set of frames 

(Video) is given as a input to the model, so that the model 

compares the coordinates of the successive frames and 

estimates the movement. First, the human is identified and 

separated from the rest of the image by drawing a bounding 

box around the human by using CNN (Convolution neural 

networks), then by applying R-CNN human is segmented 

and converted to skeleton. The rest of this paper is explained 

as follows section 2 deals with literature review, section 3 

explained the proposed method, section 4 describes the 

results and discussion and finally section 5 is conclusion and 

future scope. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Dhriti Sengupta proposed skeleton algorithm for efficient 

implementation of human shape variation[1,2]. Comaniciu 

used active camera for detection and tracking of human 

faces[3]. Human pose estimation is proposed [4,5,6,7]. Deep 

residual learning methods were proposed for image 

recognition [8,9,10]. Insafutdinov proposed a method for 

multi person pose estimation, but this method takes more 

time[11]. The pairwise representations used are difficult to 

regress precisely and thus a separate logistic regression is 

required[12]. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

The major step in designing the processing is the Pre-

Processing task. It is very time consuming and most 

important than anything else in the project. The pre-

processing cleanses the data well and sends it to the model 

for main high-end computation. The dataset is collected 

from various open-source databases like COCO. The images 

are renamed and formatted to a single .png format for a 

consistent computation. The images can be of any format, 

but we went ahead with .png format. Re-Sizing it, allocating 

images to specific folders by name, and then given to the 

model for the training. 

The overall flow of the proposed method is shown in the 

figure.1. The input given is the image dataset and Model 

building program, which in return generates a program that 

can be deployable in any hardware and software 

development kit or environment for making it into an end-

to-end product. So, the output program is the program where 

test input image and trained weight file must be given to get 

the output. 

 
Figure:1. Internal Block Diagram 
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The image dataset is given to the model after pre-

processing irrespective of the Deep Learning framework. 

Whether it is CNN or Transfer Learning, the pre-processing 

will be the same and the outer block diagram will be the 

same. The features extracted will be the same in each and 

every model. Both CNN and Transfer Learning uses Global 

View parameters. Here in this paper we used pre trained 

coco dataset model weights, so as to speed up the process of 

training. 

 
Figure: 2. Algorithmic flowchart of R-CNN 

 

Nearly 2 million images from open sourced dataset 

COCO is taken and a model is trained using Convolution 

neural networks to identify different objects in a image and 

to classify them. Objects from the test input are first 

identified and classified in to different objects. From these 

objects human (required object is selected) and a bounding 

box is drawn in order to separate human from the image 

which is called Region of Interest (ROI). To this ROI, RCN 

(Region convolved networks) is applied to segment the 

human from the background. 

The first step is the Convolution operation which extracts 

the features from the image. Convolution learns the image 

features to represent the relationship between pixels using 

small squares of input data. It’s a mathematical operation 

that takes two inputs such as image matrix and a filter, this 

is called “Feature Map”. 

2.3.1 Padding 

Padding operation is followed after Convolution. It allows 

us to use a CONV layer without necessarily shrinking the 

height and width of the volumes. Height/width is shrinking 

as we go into deeper layers without padding. It helps us 

keep more information at the border of an image. A 2-Stride 

operation is used in order to avoid the overlapping and 

reduce the computation. 

2.3.2 Pooling 

Pooling Layers helps to reduce the number of parameters 

when the images are too large. Pooling performs the 

nonlinear down-sampling so it reduces the number of 

parameters needs to learn by the network. Spatial pooling or 

subsampling reduces the dimensionality of each map but 

retains the important information. Max Pooling operation is 

performed which takes maximum value from the rectified 

feature map. This avoids the data corruption and hence, 

guarantees all features are rightly chosen and taken into 

account. 

Finally in flattening matrix converted into vector and 

connected to fully connected layer like neural network. 

Almost 10 billion+ parameters are extracted from the 

training set which gives highest accuracy possible in 

classifying the human and parameters as well from a test 

image. 

 
figure.3. Flow chart for Identifying Human 

 

• Inception v4 has specialized “Reduction Blocks” 

which are used to change the width and height of the grid. 

• In Inception-ResNet, for residual addition to work, 

the input and output after convolution must have the same 

dimensions. Hence, 1x1 convolutions were used after 

original convolutions, to match the depth sizes. 

 
Figure.4. Activations are scaled by a constant to 

prevent the network from dying. 

IV. RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 

Python with Tensorflow and Open cv library is used to 

achieve the results. We pass the input such as an image or an 

video to the program to perform the analysis. We can also 

process the live webcam feed. Proposed method used 

Anaconda IDE environment to test the code.To analyze 

performance of proposed method, we collect videos with 

number of people in moving. The original size of frame is 

1080×1920, those are resized into 368×654 during testing to 

fit in GPU memory. The runtime analysis is performed on a 

laptop with NVIDIA GeForce GTX-1080 GPU. 
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Figure. 5 vector plots 

 

 
Figure 6 Coordinates of human 

 

 
Figure 7 Input Frame of a video 

 

 
Figure 8 Segmented and skeletonised plotted image 

 
Figure 9 Individual 3d plots of humans in the frame 

 

 
Figure 10 coordinates of human individually 

 

 
Figure 11 Vector plots of human 

 

A video is given as input to the system, which feeds the 

frames of the video to the trained model as in Figures 7. The 

model then performs the convolution operation followed by 

pooling, padding, activation and applies RPN(Region 

propagation networks) and gives a skeleton structure to the 

humans in the frame as shown in the figures 8. To the 

coordinates of skeleton of human, pyopengl library draws 

the 3d plots and also gives the coordinates of human as 

shown in figures 9. using Mat plot lib library vector plots 

are plotted as shown in the Figures 10 and 11. These 

coordinates obtained while applying the algorithm to the 

datasets are used to train the model which recognizes the 

pose of the human. By comparing pose of human in 

successive frames movement can be detected. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Video frames are analysed by applying R-CNN algorithm 

and transformed in to 3d space by which coordinates are 

obtained. These co-ordinates should be given to the trained 

model of data sets having people performing different 

actions and movements there by actions or movements of 

human are identified. This is made by using pre-trained 

weights of coco dataset, as training a neural network 

requires heavy use of computational power by GPUs. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Human detection, Segmentation, Skeletenization is 

performed and coordinates are obtained. A model can be 

trained with the coordinates obtained by the frames of 

different poses and movements of human. To this Model, a 

video can be given, so that it can identify the pose and 

movement of the human in the video. As the human body is 

segmented from the background and the skeleton, human 

skeleton coordinates were obtained. These coordinates can 

be calibrated and used to program in multimedia to make 

animated characters to move like the human. The model can 

be effectively trained and can be employed in Automatic 

surveillance of CC T.V feeds to detect any suspicious 

activities. The coordinates obtained as a result can be 

calibrated to move a Tele-presence Robot. With the advent 

of increasing of computing power day by day it is possible 

to increase speeds algorithm. 
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